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CSR Leadership Award
With immense pride and gratefulness, we are happy to announce that we have recently received the…
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CSR ACTIVITY

CSR activity held at the Silvassa plant
The Child Protection Services (CPS) is a centrally sponsored scheme aimed at building a protective
environment for children in difficult circumstances, as well as other vulnerable children, through
Government-Civil Society Partnership.

Child Protection Services: Objectives
The Child Protection Services (CPS) is implemented by the Ministry of Women & Child
Development, Government of India to help secure the safety of children, with a special emphasis
on children in need of care and protection, juveniles in contact with law or conflict and other
vulnerable children, and also:
» Contribute to the improvement in the well-being of children in difficult circumstances
» Reduce vulnerabilities to situations and actions that lead to abuse, neglect,
exploitation, abandonment, and separation
» Protection of Child Rights
» Best Interest of the Child
» To strengthen services for overall Child Protection
In this regard, every year we organize a special program “Nanhe Hath Kalam Ke Sath” for the need
of care and protection of poor children, children who collect garbage, divyang children (Disabled
Children), orphan children and children with single parents’. We have donated a total of 6000 note
books worth Rs. 1,50,000 to them and also received a certificate from The Child Protection Service.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
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NEW PRODUCT
LAUNCH
Domestic Stationery

Ganesha long book series
‘Ganesha series-long books’ was created to celebrate the birth of Lord Ganesha this September.
The special ‘Ganesha series’ has been created to mark the onset of Ganesh Chaturthi which is
celebrated on the day on which Lord Ganesha is believed to have bestowed his presence as a
blessing for all His devotees on earth. Ganesha, the elephant-headed deity, son of Shiva and
Parvati, is worshipped as the supreme God of wisdom, prosperity and good fortune.
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MEDIA
COVERAGE
Ganesha long book series:
Nagpur Post-Pg.4
(27 August 2019)

DNA Times-Pg.2
(31 August 2019)

Navneet Nashik Vichar-Pg.3
(05 Sept 2019)

National Sandesh-Pg.5
(28 August 2019)
My Pune Express-Pg.2
(28 August 2019)
Tarun Bharat-Pg.5
(30 August 2019)

Navbharat-Pg.4
(27 August 2019)
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DIGITAL
CAMPAIGN
Teachers Day Video

https://www.instagram.com/p/B2B9tcyHgq8/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

To celebrate the occasion of Teachers Day, marked on 5th of September, Team Youva launched
a video highlighting how teachers play an instrumental role in carving a path for their students.
It is a tribute to all the teachers, who are the backbone of every success story.
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EVENTS
Masterstroke 2018

The mega winner for Masterstroke 2018 was Gaurav G from Christian English Medium School,
Udupi. The mega winner was felicitated with an LED TV.
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Masterstroke 2019

A total of 12475 schools registered in the Masterstroke 2019 competition. The students who
participated in the competition were felicitated with gift hampers.
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Delhi Book fair

The Delhi Book fair was conducted on 11th September 2019 at the Pragati Maidan,
Delhi. The team did a total sale of Rs. 449,000.00.
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CELEBRATION
Ganpati celebration

The Pune office celebrated Ganpati by having a Ganesh Sthapana in the office. During the 7 days
of Ganpati, all the members of the Navneet family enjoyed the event & the last day a grand
celebration was conducted during the time of Ganesh Visarjan miravnuk.
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Teachers Day celebration

Teacher’s Day celebration was held at Cristal Commerce Classes, Aurangabad. The program
witnessed the presence of ASM, Parbhani Mr.Gajanan Jagtap , ASO Aurangabad, Rameshwar
Kotkar & School SR Aurangabad, Mohaniraj Vaidya. Navneet was felicitated with a trophy from
Cristal Commerce Classes for contributing long books and giving the best service to the class.
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EMPLOYEE
STORY
Mr. Prabodh Gogri (Depot Manager, Ghuma, Ahmedabad)
including 2 years in Baroda where I was
heading the Sakarda Sales Depot. Ever since
then, Shri Chhotubhai Gala has been my role
model, who I looked upon as a friend,
philosopher and guide. Shri Chhotubhai Gala
was not only a great business leader but also a
grounded human being from who I learnt the
art of being patient and perseverance. I will
I started my career with Navneet in 1976 at

always remain grateful to him for believing in

Gomtipur, Ahmedabad by being a part of the

me and giving me a great start to my career.

sales department which was headed by the
visionary Shri Shantibhai Gala. I was only 16

In 2002, I received another remarkable

years when I had joined Navneet, though I

opportunity, where I became a Depot Head in

lacked professional education the team

Ghuma. As a depot head, I faced many

delegated work to me for different functions

challenged as I was involved in leading 160

which included binding and folding

employees starting from logistics, dispatch,

department. Being an active member of the

transport to operational activities which

Shakti Offset Press I also learnt technical

included, housekeeping, security, canteen etc. I

aspects of the Varnish Machine.

am extremely grateful to Navneet for believing
in me and allowing me to lead a team and

In 2 years with Navneet, I found my Godfather

giving me the responsibility for managing the

in Shri H.R. Gala, also known as Shri

dispatch for entire Gujarat. Shri Chhotubhai

Chhotubhar Gala. Under his mentorships, I was

Gala ensured clients should receive the goods

honored to learn functions like maintaining

within 24 hours, despite which area they

accounts, operational work related to post,

resided in Gujarat. In spite of being a

writing and maintenance of financial bills and

challenging task, it truly reaped a lot of

dispatch activities in Sales Department.

benefits. Personally, one of the most incredible
things I like in Ghuma is the huge garden

Under Shri H.R.Galas guidance, within 6 years I

space which helped me develop my hobby in

was offered the position as the head of the

gardening.

Order department which became a
breakthrough in my career. For 9 years I
worked at the Gala Tower, Memnagar,
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One of the intriguing decisions back then was

I inherited the values of social service, being

to involve our team in maintaining

sensitive towards plants and animals, having

relationships with clients. This led our team to

good family values, honesty and integrity from

travel in Gujarat and meet clients and

the members of the Gala Family. I have always

understand their buying behavior. This move

felt every employee is treated as a part of one

helped a lot in satisfying customer needs and

big family. This feeling has emerged because

making them loyal to our brand. Being a part of

no matter what, this organization has always

Navneet for 44 years it has taught me many

stood for all the employees professionally,

principles of marketing management.

financially, socially and personally.

I thoroughly enjoyed my journey in the

I wholeheartedly wish Navneet all the success

education department and am ready to take up

and prosperity forever. I am looking forward to

another set of challenges and responsibilities

a blissful journey ahead with my Navneet

with Shri Rajubhai Gala. I value his vision of

family.

being innovative in making decisions. He is the
one who is a risk-taker and adaptable to
changes. My 44 years with Navneet and Gala
Family have been truly profound and
wonderful. This journey wouldn’t have been
better without guidance and support from Shri
S.R. Gala, Shri N.N. Shah, Shri Sandeepbhai
Gala, and Shri Kalpeshbhai Gala and the entire
Gala Family. Today, I am privileged to work
with Archit Bhai. I am truly honored to work
with three generations of the legendary family.
I feel obliged that not only me but even my
family is respected and treated as a part of
their family. It is an association with Navneet
and the Gala Family, professionally, personally
and socially where I have received the identity
of my own with tremendous respect from the
society. Last but not least, I am grateful and
obliged to every team member I have worked
within Navneet Education and thank them for
lending me great support and being with me
through thick and thin.
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MANAGEMENT
LESSON

you can’t please everyone

An old man, a boy, and a donkey were going
to town. The boy rode on the donkey and
the old man walked. As they went along,
they passed some people who remarked it
was a shame the old man was walking, and
the boy was riding. The man and boy
thought maybe the critics were right, so
they changed positions.
Later, they passed some people who
remarked; What a shame; he makes that
little boy walk.

They then decided they both would walk!
Soon they passed some more people who
thought they were stupid to walk when they
had a decent donkey to ride. So, they both rode
the donkey. Now they passed people who
shamed them by saying how awful to put such
a load on a poor donkey. The boy and man
said they were probably right, so they decided
to carry the donkey. As they crossed the
bridge, they lost their grip on the animal, and
he fell into the river and drowned.

MORAL
You can’t please everyone, so don’t try.
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TIME FOR SOME FUN

ALERT
NS
ANSWER THESE QUESTIO

1

2

Name the Tallest
Book of India &
which company
created the
Tallest Book of
India?

How many
retailers took
part in the Sona
Chandi Dhama
scheme for SBU
1?

other fun contest
Get ready to be a part of an
on
and do share your answers
om
communications@navneet.c

August's contest winner is -

Meeta Agarwal

